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ABSTRACT

Introduction: In this work, the use of β-cyclodextrine (β-CD)-modified dendrimers as a
nanocapsule with a biocompatible shell have studied. β-CD-modified dendrimers have
been synthesized to enhance the loading capacity of the final dendrimers with
encapsulation properties. Methods: To achieve β-CD-modified dendrimers, first citric
acid dendrimers were synthesized and then the end functional groups of dendrimers
were grafted to β-CD through ester linkages. The molecular structures of resulted
dendrimers were verified using common spectroscopic methods such as 1H NMR, FT-IR
and the diameters of obtained nanocarriers were evaluated with using dynamic light
scattering (DLS) experiments. The isolated dendrimers were utilized as the drug
delivery agents and the encapsulation and the controlled release of guest drug molecule
Naltrexone (NLX) was investigated in different pH’s using UV spectroscopy method.
Results: It was established that the loading capacity of dendrimers depend on several
factors such as their generation and the structure and number of conjugated modifier end
groups. Conclusion: Increasing in the number of branches and the size of interior voids
and number of conjugated β-CDs cause to enhance the loading capacity.

Introduction

Polymeric drug delivery systems (DDS) can develop bioavailability, therapeutic efficacy and decrease of the
side effects of clinically recognized drugs.1 Among these polymeric DDS, dendrimers are known as
potential drug delivery systems in biomedical and pharmaceutical sciences in recent years.2,3 Dendrimers, a
new category of highly branched polymers with featured properties, such as a structurally well-defined,
shape and numerous functional groups on the peripheral 4-8, monodispersity, nanoscopic architecture9,10 and
hydrophobic or hydrophilic cavities in the interior region with host-guest entrapment properties.11,12 Considering these features, dendrimers prove perfect
candidates for their applications in numerous fields such as drug delivery devices.13-16 Several efforts have been
made to design dendrimers as drug carriers. It has been shown that dendrimers can be covalently attached to the
drug molecules17,18 or encapsulates the drug molecules as a container.19 In contrast, physically entrapped inside
the dendritic structures are attentions to be useful because the drugs stay undamaged within the
dendrimers.9,20,21 Compared with free drug molecules, these non-covalent inclusions or complexes offer
several featured advantages, such as enhancement of drug stability, solubility and controlled release of drugs
from the matrixes. These properties together express that encapsulation with dendrimers is a general
approach for drug release systems.

On the other hand, cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides created with 6, 7 or 8
glucopyranose units respectively named as α-, β- or γ-cyclodextrin. Their hydrophobic interior (cavity) allows to form inclusion complexes with organic compounds through formation of non-covalent inclusion complexes. β-CD have a polar exterior and apolar interior cavity and is well known for its capability to form host-guest inclusion complexes with hydrophobic drugs. Encapsulation ability of CDs has found numerous applications in fields such as drug delivery systems. β-CD is the most positive to be solubilized of molecules but the solubilization capability of β-CD is restricted by its poor solubility in water (1.85 g/100 ml at 20 °C) and almost unsolvable complexes are often achieved with greatly a polar molecules. Diverse chemical modifications have been so far projected for improvement of solubility of β-CD and its complexes in aqueous medium, such as preparation of β-CD conjugates with biocompatible polar artificial polymers. In recent times, it has been publicized that the merging of CDs into polymeric nanoparticles can enhance the drug loading and modifies drug release.

We have previously reported synthesis of some of linear–dendritic macromolecules from dendritic citric acid–poly (ethylene glycol)–dendritic citric acid and their application for encapsulation and release of some of guest molecules. 6,7,31 Hear the preparation of a citric acid-based dendrimers bearing β-CD as conjugated side-chains by using dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as a coupling agent and the evaluation of its ability for the encapsulation of NLX and as biocompatible surface modified is reported. The use of the desired dendrimers as pH sensitive carriers for NLX has also been studied. Dendrimers were loaded with NLX and the release pattern of the drug in biological conditions was investigated. Influences of the dendrimer generation and number of grafted β-CD with dendrimers on their encapsulation ability have been described.

Materials and methods

Materials

Poly (ethylene glycol) 600 diacid (acid number 175, 96–98%, from Fluka) was dried over Na2SO4 (Merck Chemical Co., Germany), β-cyclodextrin (from Fluka) dried in oven at 90 °C for 8 h. Citric acid and pyridine (purified with refluxing over NaOH for 2 h and subsequent distillation) were obtained from Merck Chemical co. (Germany). 3,5-dimethylbenzenesulfonic acid (TSA) were purified by conventional methods before use. Thionyl chloride (Merck Chemical Co., Germany) was refluxed on linsseed oil for 2 h. Sodium azide was purchased from Fluka. DCC was purchased from Merck Chemical Co. (Germany). N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (from Fluka) was dried and distilled under reduced pressure. Dialysis membrane D7884 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Steinhein, Germany) (retains molecular weights greater than 2000 and releases smaller than 1200). Naltrexone hydrochloride was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) and neutralized with NaOH 0.25M. Figure 1 shows the structure of NLX. Other reagents and solvents purchased from Merck Chemical Co. (Germany).

Instrumental measurements

FT–IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Model Tensor-27 spectrometer (Kyoto, Japan). 1H NMR spectra were recorded with (Bruker spectra spin 400 MHz, Leipzig, Germany) using DMSO-d6, acetone deuterium and D2O as a solvent. The UV absorption spectra were recorded using 1700 Shimadzu spectrophotometer. Particle sizes were determined with dynamic light scattering by commercially available equipment Zetasizer Nano ZS from Malvern using a 4-mW He–Ne laser (633 nm wavelength) with a fixed detector angle of 173°.

The synthesis of Gn(n=1,2)-β-CD

Compounds G1 and G2 with slightly modification were synthesized through divergent method as has been previously reported with carboxyl end-capped groups. Functionalized dendrimers of G1 and G2 were reacted with β-CD in the presence of pyridine after activation of acidic groups with DCC and the compounds Gn (n=1,2)-β-CD were obtained, respectively. Compounds Gn(n=1,2)-β-CD were synthesized with conjugation of Gn(n=1,2) to β-CD through the formation of an ester band. For this purpose, A solution of G1 and or G2 (0.25 g) in 20 ml of dry DMF was added to a round-bottom flask equipped with reflux condenser, argon inlet, dropping funnel and magnetic stirrer. Dry pyridine (0.2 ml) was added to this solution by dropping funnel within 15 min. The mixture was stirred vigorously for 20 min. To this solution, DCC (0.65 g) in 15 ml dry DMF was added as a coupling agent at 0 °C by dropping funnel and was stirred for 30 min. After a drop wise addition of a solution of β-CD in 15 ml of DMF, the mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 2 h, then under
argon at room temperature for 48 h and for 24 h at 50-65 °C. The solution was filtered off and was placed at 4°C for 24 h and again it was filtered off and the solvent was removed under vacuum. The product was precipitated in diethyl ether and was washed by acetone. Then the product was dissolved in the methanol, and filtered off then were precipitated in diethyl ether several times for removal of unreacted β-CD. The solution was filtered and the solvent was removed under vacuum. The product was dissolved in 5 ml water and stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The solution was filtered off and poured in 5 ml of water at 25 °C. The mixture was conducted into cellophane membrane dialysis bag. The bag was closed and transferred into a flask containing 100 ml of water maintained at 25 °C. The external water was continuously stirred for two days. The external water was removed after 24 h and added 100 ml fresh water. The product was removed from dialysis bag and dried under vacuum at 50 °C and the purified compound was obtained as a brown solid.

**Preparation of G₄-β-CD (n=1-2)/NLX complexes**

For the preparation of G₄-β-CD (n=1-2)/NLX complexes, first the dendrimers were dissolved in 20 ml DMF and these solutions were added to a round-bottom flask equipped with reflux condenser and magnetic stirrer containing a solution of drug (excess of NLX) in 20 ml DMF. The solutions were stirred for 2 h at 35-45 °C. Complexes were precipitated in n-hexane and then dissolved in water, filtered and precipitated in diethyl ether. The obtained sample was dried at 35 °C for 3 h in a vacuum oven.

**In vitro release studies**

In vitro release of drug–dendrimer complexes was carried out by the dialysis method. A quantity of dried dendrimer/drug complexes (66 mg) were added to a 5 ml of aqueous buffered solution (pH 10, 7.4, and 1) at 37 °C. The resulting solution was loaded into a cellophane membrane dialysis bag. The cellophane bag was closed and transferred into glass beakers containing 25 ml of the equal buffer solution maintained at 37 °C. The outer phase was stirred continuously with a magnetic stirrer at 800 rev/min and a sampling (3 ml) was withdrawn at regular selected intervals and replaced with 3 ml fresh buffer. The NLX released in to the medium was analyzed through a UV spectrophotometer to characterize the release of NLX and determined from the calibration curve achieved previously under the same conditions. The absorbance of the outer phase was monitored at 282 nm (pH 1 and 7.4) and 291 nm (pH 10) by a 1700 Shimadzu UV spectrophotometer to characterize the concentration of NLX using a 1 cm quartz cell. The results were presented in the terms of cumulative release as a function of time.

**Particle size analysis**

Particle size of complexes were measured through dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Malvern Zetaser Nano ZS equipped with a 4-mW He–Ne laser (633 nm wavelength) with a fixed detector angle of 173°. Samples were dissolved in distilled water, and Light scattering experiments were carried out at 25 °C and were started 10 min after the cuvette was placed in the DLS apparatus to allow the temperature to equilibrate. About 1 ml of the sample was transferred to a special dust free light-scattering cell. The temperature was controlled to within ±0.02 °C. All samples were quietly inverted for homogenization before measurement. The particle sizes were measured based on their average diameters.

**Results and discussion**

**Synthesis**

Compound G₁ and G₂ (Figure 2) were synthesized through divergent method as has been previously reported. Subsequent synthesis of these compounds, we have covalently conjugated the dendrimer G₄(n=1-2) to β-CD by the formation of an ester band and the compound G₁-β-CD and G₂-β-CD were synthesized respectively. The ¹H NMR spectrum of the G₄(n=1-2)-β-CD conjugate shows signals originating from both G₄(n=1-2) and β-CD. ¹H NMR data of these compounds shows a quartet at 2.72–3.06 ppm as AB system for the CH₂ protons of citric acid, the anemonic protons of β-CD at 4.81-4.83 and CH₃OCO-dendrimer of β-CD at 4.2-4.4 can be recognized. All these chemical shifts were in agreement with the projected structure of these compounds. The average number of β-CD in the G₄(n=1-2)-β-CD dendrimers prepared was evaluated from their ¹H NMR spectra. ¹H-NMR spectrum of the resulting G₄(n=1-2)-β-CD was measured and the molar ratio of dendrimer and β-CD was calculated from the peak areas of anemonic protons of β-CD and citric acid protons of the dendrimer. From the integration ratio of the signal at 4.81-4.83 ppm (corresponding to the anemonic protons of β-CD) to the signal at 2.72-3.06 ppm corresponding to the four protons of citric acid, approximately 2:3 molecule of β-CD were attached to each molecule of G₁-β-CD and G₂-β-CD, respectively. For example Figure 3 displays the ¹H NMR spectrum of G₁-β-CD. FT-IR spectra of these compounds showed a band around 1031-1033 cm⁻¹ that could be assigned as characteristic stretching vibration of –OH of β-CD. A strong and wide band at 3416–3423 cm⁻¹ was the absorption of hydroxyl groups from both β-CD and dendrimer components.

In the FT-IR spectra of G₄(n=1-2)-β-CD (for example FT-IR spectrum of G₂-β-CDs shown in Figure 4), the strong peak at 1739-1741 cm⁻¹ could be assigned to the stretching vibration of carbonyl group in which was not
observed in β-CD spectrum. The results indicated that the carboxymethylation occurs at C₆ position. The FT-IR spectrum of $G_{n(0=1,2)}$-β-CD indicated a C–H asymmetrical stretching vibration of the dendrimer segment at 2858-2860 cm⁻¹, which is not appeared in β-CD. The absorption at 1151-1154 cm⁻¹ (C–O stretch) confirmed the presence of ether group of PEG. 

$^1$H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO- $d_6$): δ=2.72-3.06 (q, citric acid CH₂), 3.16-3.83 (br, β-CD H₂, H₄, H₅, H₃, H₆a, H₆b and PEG -O-CH₂CH₂O-), 4.4-4.1 (br, PEG -COCH₂O-), 4.2-4.4 (br, β-CD -CH₂OCO-dendrimer), 4.6 (br, β-CD OH₆), 4.81-4.83 (br, β-CD H₁), 5.6 (br, β-CD OH₁) and 5.73 (br, β-CD OH₂). IR (KBr, cm⁻¹): 3416-3423 (v, OH β-CD and COOH dendrimer), 2931 and 2858-2860 (v, C–H), 1739-1741 and 1705 (v, ester and acid C=O), 1151-1154 (v, C-O-C), 1100 and 1031 (v, C-O).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of second generation of dendrimer (G₂).

Figure 3. $^1$H NMR spectrum of G₂-β-CD in DMSO- $d_6$.

**Drug encapsulation and in vitro release**

The resultant dendrimer-cyclodextrin conjugates revealed enormously high water solubility. Generally, dendrimers serve as carriers of biologically active agents by encapsulating them in the interior or, joining them on the exterior edging of the dendrimers. Dendrimer-cyclodextrin conjugates have been synthesized, and the encapsulation of NLX drug, using these structures has been attempted (Figure 5). The measurements of UV from complexes confirmed the presence of drug in the resulted complexes. For determining the amount of drug encapsulated in the complex, 66 mg of dried drug/dendrimer complexes was dissolved in 100 ml of water. After complete dissolution of the drug/dendrimer complexes, the amount of drug in drug/dendrimer complexes was measured by UV spectrometer and the results are shown in Table 1. The UV detection for determining the quantity of drug inside the complexes was measured at 282 nm.

Figure 4. FT-IR spectrum of G₂-β-CD.
New dendrimer as pH sensitive nanocarrier

NLX loading efficiency of the complexes was determined as followings:
Amount of trapped drug in the complexes (g) = (A/B)
Loading efficiency (%) = (C/A) \times 100
where A, B and C are the primary feeding amount of drug (g), determined free drug content (g) and amount of trapped drug in the complexes (g) respectively.

As shown in Table 1 the loading efficiency% of carried drug by dendrimers was enhanced with the rising of dendrimer generations. The drug content and percent of encapsulation efficiency was varying between 8 and 32%. The maximum encapsulation of NLX was observed with G2-β-CD in distilled water of about 32%. The increased entrapment was possibly due to increase the number of acidic groups (for electrostatic interactions), cavities (for trap of drugs) in higher generations and the number of grafted β-CD’s cavities. Coating with β-CD increased drug entrapment further because of the hydrophobic cavity of CDs is capable of including a variety of hydrophobic compounds using host-guest complexion. Whenever, it seems the ionic interaction between dendrimers and guest molecule and host-guest interactions including hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen-bonding and Vander Waals interactions influence the ability of dendrimers as drug carriers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Naltrexone Loading (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1/NLX</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2/NLX</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-β-CD/NLX</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2-β-CD/NLX</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In vitro release behavior of NLX from the NLX/dendrimer complexes were examined in buffered solution at different pH values (pH 1 and pH 7.4 \( \lambda_{\text{max}}=282 \); pH 10 \( \lambda_{\text{max}}=291 \) and 37°C). UV absorbance measurements were carried out for the characterization of NLX concentration in the complex solution. In vitro release rate of NLX from dendrimers having β-CD and without β-CD in end groups of dendrimer is compared and subsequent results were obtained. The comparison of the data showed that in different pH’s the NLX released in different rates. In pH 10 the rate of release of NLX was slower than pH 1 and 7.4. Interestingly, in all cases after approximately 600 min, the release of NLX from the complexes is approximately completed and was changed to a very slow rate. Figures 6 and 7 display the controlled release of NLX from G\(_{n}(n=1,2)\) and G\(_{n}(n=1,2)\)-β-CD at pH 7.4, respectively. As shown, the rate of release and the amount of released drugs in complexes (pH 7.4) were increased with the increase of generations but the rate of release in G\(_{n}(n=1,2)\)-β-CD was found to be less compared to their corresponding dendrimers (G\(_{n}(n=1,2)\)) and these results is related to the hydrophobic interactions between β-CD cavity and NLX that leading to stable complexes and steric hindrance preventing the drug release from open structure. Also, Figure 8 shows the release profiles of NLX from G\(_{2}\) and G\(_{2}\)-β-CD at 37°C at pH 1. As shown, the rate of release for G\(_{2}\) is faster than to G\(_{2}\)-β-CD. Control released in this case is related to the stable complexes between drug and β-CD cavity. The Figure 9 shows the rate of release of NLX from G\(_{2}\)-β-CD at pH 1, 7.4 and 10. As shown, the rate of release in pH 1 is faster, because the complexes in this pH are not stable and the esteric bonds are hydrolyzed. Also, the results showed that the drug release rate from all kinds of the complexes was faster in the initial period of time. This rapid release was due to the free drug remaining at the surface that was not entrapped competently inside the dendrimer matrix. After this initial burst, slow and constant release rate is observed. The slow release after the initial burst release was as a result of the low dispersion of NLX from complexes. Again as shown the rate of released drug at pH 7.4 is higher than pH 10 and lower than the pH 1. This result could be related to the relative stability of the complexes in the above different pH’s.
Particle size analysis

Particle sizes were determined with DLS experiments in distilled water and laser diffraction particle size analyzer. DLS results present that the average diameters of G₁-β-CD and G₂-β-CD/NLX complexes were 50 and 70 nm, respectively (Figure 10). These dendrimers exhibited a narrow size distribution.

Conclusion

As the novel drug nanocarrier systems having the interior sites with encapsulation sites for drugs and also with biocompatible surface, some new dendrimers of citric acid and poly (ethylene glycol) having conjugated β-CD was designed and synthesized through the DCC coupling reagent. Complexes of the synthesized dendrimers with NLX have been developed. Rate of release of guest molecules showed that in each case the release profile depend on several types of interactions between host and guest molecule and it is influenced with generation of linear–dendritic macromolecules and pH. Also, finding data showed that the β-CD-coated dendrimers can be utilized for sustained release delivery of NLX. Therefore, all the obtained results exhibited that the β-CD-conjugated biodegradable citric acid dendrimers have potential as candidates for an efficient drug carrier system due to their relative stability in aqueous solution and their ability in drug encapsulation and release properties.
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